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Evidence-Based Practice

� In complex environments learning is difficult 

because lag between action and response, 

and response signal may be noisy.

� Medicine is perfect example of complex but 

also highly relevant field.

� To cope with complexity, evidence-based 

medicine (EBM) has been embraced.

� EBM incorporates quantitative methodology 

in the “art” of clinical practice to objectively 

gauge the effectiveness of treatments.

� EBM has driven a transformation of clinical 

practice in medicine.
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Case for Evidence-Based Investing?

� Investments is a complex, and highly relevant field too and evidence-based practice 

is expected to be useful to help investors learn to make better decisions.

� It seems that investors are becoming more critical in making decisions

� Design investment process of professional investors under scrutiny during aftermath 

of financial crisis

� Important questions:

� Is there value added of active investment management?

� Can some active managers systematically outperform passive benchmark indexes?

� Can the return of winner funds be replicated with passive index funds?

� However, important decisions are often still based on anecdotes and rituals
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Conventional wisdoms regarding value of active 

management
� Most investors are better off buying low-cost index funds in developed markets

� Majority of funds underperforms market

� Active management has no incremental value in developed markets

� Developed markets are typically information-efficient; strong competition among 

asset managers in developed markets

� Active management has more value in less efficient markets, e.g., small caps, 

emerging markets, hedge funds

� Active risk budget is best spent in inefficient market segments (approach often 

referred to as Yale model)

� Yale model versus Norges model (Factor Investing)?
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Robeco study on performance of active investment 

funds
� Robeco set up large-scale empirical study to critically assess these conventional 

wisdoms

� Main findings:

� Added value of active management is not correlated to market efficiency

� The potential extra return of active management is larger for markets with a large 

breadth

� Market breadth is not constant over time

� Large portion of fund outperformance comes from factor premium exposures 
(evidence supporting Norges model)
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Setup Robeco study

Robeco performed large international study across multiple asset classes over 1991-

2009 to evaluate active fund performance:

� US equity (subcategories: small & large, value & growth), European equity, Asian 

equity, Emerging markets equity

� US REITs

� EUR government bond, EUR credit bond, US high-yield bond funds 

� Based on Morningstar data

� Methodology consistent with academic standard

Research update with extended dataset (containing US Treasuries, US credit bonds, 

hedge funds, and global equity funds) yields consistent results
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U.S. Equity funds show performance persistence

� Results Robeco study for US equity consistent with authoritative academic studies

� Strong persistence in fund performance; return spread between winner and loser 
funds is 7% per annum

� Outperformance of winner funds is roughly 3.6% per annum relative to market index

� Return spread winners-losers cannot be attributed to differences in market risk or 

expenses
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Testing relation outperformance and market efficiency

� Outperformance of winner funds is related to three proxies for market efficiency:

� Variance ratio

� Ljung-Box serial correlation statistic

� Non-parametric test for random walk

� Performance is also related to three proxies for market breadth:

� Market return dispersion

� Average fund tracking error

� Diversification effect in markets

� Outperformance is measured relative to market ETFs
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Outperformance across markets uncorrelated to  

efficiency
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X-axis: left = efficient, right = inefficient



Market breadth determines differences in 

outperformance across markets
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X-axis: left = small breadth, right = large breadth



High market breadth indicates larger outperformance 

over time
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Market breadth is not constant over time
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Largest portion of value-added active management can 

be attributed to factor premium exposures
� Top decile of US Equity funds shows outperformance of 4.20% per 

annum

� Large portion of outperformance can be attributed to factor 

premiums (i.e., low-volatility, value, momentum)

� Consistent with Ang, Goetzmann & Schaefer (2009) study for 

Norwegian Reserve Fund GPFG

� Active management of GPFG has added value

� This added value can be attributed to implicit exposures to 

systematic factor premiums (betas), which arise from bottom-up 

manager selection

� Recommendation: top-down approach to harvest factor 
premiums intentionally and efficiently
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Factor Investing Framework
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Examples of investors engaging in factor investing
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Source: NRPN Feb-Mar 2012
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Robeco study: large profits to Factor Investing

*   Blitz (2012), Strategic Allocation to Premiums in the Equity Market, Journal of Index Investing
** Graph based on U.S. large-cap equity data, sample period 1963:07–2009:12
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A critical look at the evidence

� Main evidence  supporting Factor Investing is basically the work of Prof. Fama and 

French

� Also, there seems to be an Appeal to Authority with authoritative investors 

engaging in Factor Investing

� However, some important questions still need to be answered:

� Are Factor Premiums robust to trading frictions?

� Are the premiums still present over publication?

� Do investors that engage in Factor Investing have an increased probability to 

outperform?
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Do Factor Investing funds earn excess returns?

Recent study by Huij and van Gelderen (2013):

� Sample of 6,800+ U.S. equity mutual funds back to 1990

� Data from Morningstar and Prof. French

� Return-based Style Analysis to identify which funds engage in Factor Investing

� Focus on low-risk, small cap, and value styles

� Outperformance measured relative to U.S. market – corrections for risks and 

statistical noise

� Comparison  Factor Investing funds vis-a-vis other funds

� Performance over recent time period (post-2000)
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Empirical results (1)

� In the long run 36% of all funds can outperform the market
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Empirical results (2)

� For funds that do not engage in Factor Investing the succes ratio is only 20%
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Empirical results (3)

� For low-risk funds the succes ratio is close to 50%
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Distribution of fund alphas for funds that do not engage in Factor Investing
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Empirical results (4)

� For small cap funds the succes ratio is over 60%
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Distribution of fund alphas for funds that do not engage in Factor Investing
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Empirical results (5)

� For value funds the succes ratio is over 65%
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Distribution of fund alphas for funds that do not engage in Factor Investing

Distribution of fund alphas for value funds
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Main findings & conclusions

� Since the 1990s, a substantial number of funds is engaging in factor investing (low-

risk 6%, 30% small cap, 20% value)

� Factor Investing funds do significantly better than their peers:

� 0.6-0.7 standard deviations above average fund

� Net alpha of 56 to 119 basis points

� Success ratio of average funds is around 36% (!); success ratio of Factor Investing 

funds is 61-67%

� Factor Investing funds also exhibit outperformance over second sample period after 

public dissemination of academic results
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Conclusions

• Strong (international) empirical evidence of performance persistence

• There is no positive relation between market inefficiency and alpha

• Instead, alpha potential is larger in markets with more breadth

• Strategic allocation to factor premiums seems a more effective approach to design 

an investment portfolio

• Empirical evidence supports effectiveness of factor investing
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Important Information

This document has been carefully prepared by Robeco Institutional Asset Management B.V. (Robeco). It is intended to provide the 
reader with information on Robeco’s specific capabilities, but does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell certain securities or 
investment products. Any investment is always subject to risk. Investment decisions should therefore only be based on the relevant 
prospectus and on thorough financial, fiscal and legal advice.

The content of this document is based upon sources of information believed to be reliable, but no warranty or declaration, either 
explicit or implicit, is given as to their accuracy or completeness. This document is not intended for distribution to or use by any person 
or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. The information 
contained in this document is solely intended for professional investors under the Dutch Act on the Financial Supervision (Wet 
financieel toezicht) or persons who are authorized to receive such information under any other applicable laws.

Historical returns are provided for illustrative purposes only and do not necessarily reflect Robeco’s expectations for the future. Past 
performances may not be representative for future results and actual returns may differ significantly from expectations expressed in 
this document. The value of your investments may fluctuate. Results obtained in the past are no guarantee for the future.

All copyrights, patents and other property in the information contained in this document are held by Robeco Institutional Asset 
Management B.V. No rights whatsoever are licensed or assigned or shall otherwise pass to persons accessing this information.

The information contained in this publication is not intended for users from other countries, such as US citizens and residents, where 
the offering of foreign financial services is not permitted, or where Robeco's services are not available.

Robeco Institutional Asset Management B.V., Rotterdam (Trade Register no. 24123167) is registered with the Netherlands Authority 
for the Financial Markets in Amsterdam.
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